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Weifield Group Contracting 
 
Approximately 20 University of California-Berkeley students. A core team of a dozen Denver 

University students. One project manager and one field supervisor from Weifield. One DU 

professor. Multiple design, schedule, and systems-related challenges. Absolutely zero student 

construction experience. All of these factors made up the University of California-

Berkeley/Denver University’s combined pursuit to compete in the 2017 U.S. Department of 

Energy Solar Decathlon competition—where Weifield helped these college students design and 

construct a highly efficient and innovative Net Zero energy home in a period of less than three 

months. Once constructed, the home was made available for viewing/evaluation by judges over a 

two-week period at Denver’s national competition site, last October. 

 

The decathlon competition has run every other year in the U.S. and internationally, since 2002; 

eleven student teams from around the world came to Denver in 2017 to compete in ten different 

categories that included architecture, innovation, energy use, and more. Competing at the 

decathlon was the realization of a two-year dream for the UC-Berkeley students, as they were 

first accepted into the competition in 2015 and started working on planning the home. In the first 

half of 2017, they partnered with DU’s Franklin L. Burns School of Real Estate and Construction 

Management to make it a reality. 

 

Special Needs Met / Weifield Participation & Donation of Manpower  

The team’s main challenge for this competition was to build a 100% solar-powered, Net Zero 

energy ‘RISE’ house—a model of stackable house with a flexible floor plan that includes 

movable walls and a deck the same size of the house, to support communal living. The students’ 

mission was clear: the house needed to be as efficient as possible with respect to heating, 

cooling, and electrical, it could use only solar power and a battery backup system to run the 

electrical, and it had to have a net zero load off of the grid. The sustainable, net-zero 800-square-

foot house would be powered by a solar array and store its own energy, allowing it to operate off 

the grid; the students’ design included highly efficient kitchen appliances, counters made of 

recycled materials, and a ‘grey’ water recycling system that collects bath and shower water, 
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disinfects it, and recycles it for use in the toilet. Each of the homes participating in the 

competition had different sustainability designs and could contribute energy to and take energy 

from the Solar Decathlon electricity grid (a microgrid created for the competition)—just as 

would be the case for U.S. electricity grid customers. 

 

And so, it began. In February of 2017, the students began planning to build the home on the DU 

campus before it would be moved across town to the competition site in early October. Early on, 

one student’s father had negotiated a deal where labor and materials would be donated; however, 

this arrangement fell through. The team scrambled to find another electrical to bring onboard. 

DU connected with general contractor, PCL, who was already on-campus working with Weifield 

on another project; PCL knew we had the expertise necessary to lead the students successfully. 

Weifield donated 100% of our time to the RISE project to assist the students with design, 

procurement, construction, training/mentoring, and troubleshooting in order to successfully 

achieve the project goals.  

 

As Eric Holt, a Burns School assistant professor who advised students throughout the project, 

told our team: “When Weifield arrived on the scene, they literally ‘saved the day.’ We were on a 

very short timeline to review plans, write the takeoff, and procure the material; we also ended up 

negotiating a materials discount through Weifield’s longstanding relationship with partner, 

QED.” 

 

“The majority of the competitors in the decathlon had their homes built by contractors; our house 

was built 98% by the students,” added Holt. “Jim Spencer was a phenomenal teacher; he was the 

master electrician on-site but he let the students learn. They made errors and he would fix the 

issues while teaching them about the fix. We couldn’t have done this project—and the kids 

would not have learned nearly as much—without Jim.” 

 

Weifield began helping the students with actual construction in July, 2017, and the home needed 

to be completed by the end of September. Spencer was surprised when the team brought their 

initial design to him—comprised solely of outlets drawn in an AutoCAD plan—so he worked 
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with the team to rectify the electrical plans for permit and construction. An added challenge was 

the fact that every week, new donated equipment would unexpectedly arrive on-site. 

 

“There were complicated systems showing up that I had never seen, before,” said Spencer. “I had 

to look up instructions online and call support lines. Also, none of the home’s solar arrays 

actually worked at all the house was at the competition site; we had to figure out how to wire the 

solar inverter in one afternoon.” 

 

As the project progressed, there were times when the team doubted just about everything related 

to the project—from the design, to meeting deadlines, to even being able to complete 

construction. Adding to the difficulties were the team’s continual ebbs and flows of incoming 

and outgoing team members from UC-Berkeley as well as the inexperience of the students and 

associated errors in the construction process, itself.   

 

“Some of the design features were being made up as we went—so Jim was very helpful on our 

tight construction schedule,” said Holt. 

 

Environmental / Safety 

Spencer’s training process was to give the students individual tasks while training them on the 

basics of electrical—such as how to do rough-in and pull wire and staple it during wall rough. 

 

“I had six to 15 kids each day but never had the same kids two days in a row. This was the first 

time that most of them picked up a hammer,” said Spencer.  

 

As Spencer noted, when you have a 900 sq. ft. house, it is important to keep all of the students 

busy and coordinated so that safety risks are mitigated. Weifield took special safety precautions 

such as adding staff and focusing on daily safety trainings to ensure the students understood 

relevant components of the comprehensive Weifield Project Safety Plan (PSP) that is used to 

train commercial crews. Through these measures, Spencer ensured the students followed proper 

safety protocols every step of the way.  
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“We never had the power on during construction and we spent a lot of time on the fundamentals 

such as ladder safety, even though it was a one-story home,” said Spencer. “The students also 

wore the proper protective equipment at all times, furnished by DU. Overall, it was a very safe 

project because we made sure they were not as exposed as regular crew members might be.” 

 

Long-Term Community Value & Impact 

At the end of September, the team moved the house to the competition site located just south of 

the Denver International Airport. The home needed to be ‘split in two’ in order to move it—a 

complicated process involving the installation of special terminations to make up the two halves, 

as well as two J-boxes. After the house was dismantled and shipped to the site, the team had ten 

days to put it back together; the DU team had it done three days earlier than most other teams. In 

the preceding weeks before the October competition, a different UC-Berkeley group would fly in 

each week to work on the project, then fly home. 

 

Of the ten categories each team was judged on, DU/UC-Berkeley performed exceptionally well 

in the four measuring overall home efficiency, finishing first in appliances, second in energy, 

second in health and comfort, and second in home life, which measures whether the house is 

capable of being a home. Overall, they ended up placing third due to aesthetics; the Swiss team 

won the overall competition. Governor John Hickenlooper, Senator Michael Bennet, and Mayor 

Michael Hancock all toured the DU/UC-Berkeley home at the competition. 

 

As Spencer noted, more important than rankings was the fact that this competition taught these 

students the vital value of teamwork. 

 

“We guided the kids to solve design and construction challenges along the way; it was a great 

learning experience for them as well as for me, their mentor,” said Spencer.  

 

However, the house was not built solely for the purpose of competition; the team intended from 

the beginning to donate the finished home to a family in need, which they did—ultimately to 

Denver’s Habitat for Humanity organization. 
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“Our team just wanted to compete and make sure the house ends up as a real house as a family,” 

added Holt. 

 

When asked if he would do it all again, Spencer had this to say. 

 

“It was a lot of fun; I was definitely the old guy. The team even called me ‘Gramps.’ But they 

were committed to their job—it was important to them to succeed,” said Spencer. “Erik Holt said 

he hoped to do it again in two years; I said, if I’m still around, give me a call.” 
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